
Planter 1770 NT CCS, 16 Row was used by one person every season.  It has several aftermarket  
upgrades.  Standard Center-fill seed compartments – rubber on seals does not leak water.  Flex is three 
sections, for going over terraces or uneven ground.  600 Gallon Fert tank on planter with visi-gauge for 
in-row.   
 
Fertilizer placement 

 John Blue ground driven pump for 2x2 fertilizer (standard) 
 Surefire hydraulic driven pump for in-row or 2x2 with valve switch ($4,000) 
 Additional Deere rate controller for Surefire pump ($5,000) 
 Bandits - Fertilizer placement 2x2.  Heavy duty bearings. ($5,000) Extra new disks included. 
 Total Tubular Fertilizer placement in-row. ($1,200)  Below the seed. 
 Metering tubes, colors for high and low rate tubes with wide range for fertilizer consistency (no 

plugging orafices). 
 Upgraded gauge-wheel arms, RK Products, very low maintenance, accurate ($1,600). 

 
Row	Cleaning			

 Yetter short-arm new style for Precision air cylinder a recent new product by Yetter to make 
the air control very easy and precise. 

 Air compressor for cylinders on down and up  
 In-Cab air control box included 

 
Seed	placement		

 Precision -  eSets for seed meters, recently calibrated at Precision  
 Precision - Wave Vision Seeds Tubes - counts every seed at the bottom.   
 Keeton Seed firmer with Exapta Mojo Wires installed new in the last two years. 
 Corn and Milo (deere sugar beet recommended) seed plates included with knock-out parts for 

milo, and inserts for CCS for milo air control, as well as other parts for seed meters too 
numerous to list here.  

Closing	System	

 Zipper Cast Spoked closing wheel by Schaffert, new in 2023 ($4,000).	
 “RK products” SEALED BEARING KITS” provide tail fin alignment.	

Row	Unit	and	Planter	to	Ground		

 Heavy Bearing Double Disk Openers – were new in 2022, have about 2,000 acres.  
  Precision:  3 rows have down ground contact / down pressure quality sensors for the in-cab 

view of ride quality and gauge wheel contact.  Watch it on the 20/20 monitor. 
 3 position OEM Spring down force. 

Wiring	and	Extras	

 Precision 20/20 Monitor Gen 1 included. 
 All wiring to run everything is included.   
 Precision air control in cab. 
 Deere black box with rate controller foot pedal is included.   

 


